Appendix N: Final Preferred Solutions Conceptual Designs – Johnson Drainage Area
TIE INTO EXISTING 1350 mm ø TRUNK STORM SEWER

AS PART OF DETAILED DESIGN, THE TRUNK STORM SEWER IS TO BE SIZED TO ELIMINATE OVERLAND FLOW DEFICIENCIES TO SUCH THAT THE CONSERVATION AUTHORITIES SAFE ACCESS/EGRESS CRITERIA IS SATISFIED.

Disclaimer
The information contained in this drawing is solely for the use of the Corporation of the City of Barrie for the purpose for which it has been prepared and Tatham Engineering Ltd. undertakes no duty or accepts any responsibility to any third party who may rely upon this drawing. This drawing may not be used for any purpose other than that provided in the Contract between the Corporation of the City of Barrie and Tatham Engineering Ltd. nor may any detail or element of this drawing be removed, reproduced, electronically stored or transmitted in any form with the express written consent of the Corporation of the City of Barrie.
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